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Post baby return to jiggling, I mean jogging 

Before my husband and started trying for a baby I took up jogging. With a history of 

polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) I have to watch my diet and activity levels (I literally just 

look at cake and my weight goes up!) I was trying to lose some body fat and get a bit fitter to 

improve our chances of conceiving, and of a healthy pregnancy and birth. I did a few 5k 

races and even a 10k, something I never thought I would do (I am not a natural runner), to 

give me some focus.  

When trying to conceive I ditched the PBs so I wasn’t over stressing my body, but kept 

moving. Once pregnant I tried to stay active but in the first trimester I felt so tired, and for 

several weeks nauseous too, that most days I would get home from work and just need to hit 

the sofa. I was able to get a bit more active in the second trimester but by the third I was big, 

heavy and suffering with pelvic girdle pain (PGP) which meant I could barely walk (no 

waddle, it was definitely a waddle) a few 100 meters before slowing down like a wind-up toy. 

I was back to the sofa again.  

Once I had my daughter I rested to recover from the birth and pregnancy, and enjoyed the 

whirlwind of having our first baby! But with all the feeding in those early days (and oh so 

many of them at night) it was more sofa time for me. As soon as I felt able, we got out 

walking using the pram and the baby carrier. Getting outside was essential for me. Being on 



maternity leave if I spent all day in the house I felt rubbish so getting out for some day light 

and fresh air really boosted my mood.   

I was beginning to feel fitter from walking but still very out of shape compared to where I had 

been. I was much (much) heavier carrying a lot of baby weight and my abs (sorry, what 

abs?) felt like they had been switched off. Something had to be done. It was time to try 

jogging again.  

I knew if I just went out and just ran I would do too much too soon in my eagerness to regain 

my fitness and shape and probably injure myself. I needed a programme to follow but how 

would I follow a jogging plan when I never knew from one day to the next whether I would be 

wiped out from a bad night sleep or inundated with piles of baby grows and muslins to 

wash? The couch to 5k app was perfect as it provides a structured progressive programme 

but was flexible. If you miss the odd session it doesn’t matter. You do what you can when 

you can.  

To begin with it felt hard, but I just put on my music and followed along as Sarah Millican 

chatted away telling me when to jog and when to walk. Before I knew it a few weeks had 

passed and it was starting to feel easier. My weight was coming down, my core strength was 

improving (helped by the occasional NHS Pilates session when I could squeeze one in). My 

muscles weren’t aching so much, my breathing was becoming easier and my day to day 

energy levels were increasing. It was a journey of ups and downs. Sometimes I would miss a 

few sessions as I just didn’t have enough energy or just ran out of time. I would just go back 

a few sessions and work through them again and before I knew it I was running continuously 

for 5k! I then continued the running habit I had re-established using the app and before I 

knew it I had run 13k, further than I had ever run before having my daughter.  

If ever in future I needed to get back to jogging again after illness, injury or perhaps after 

having another baby, I would start with the couch to 5k app again. 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/nhs-fitness-studio/chronic-back-pain-pilates-exercise-video/%5d

